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Abstract In this chapter, the key technologies and the instrumentation required for the subsurface exploration of ocean worlds are discussed. The focus is laid on Jupiter’s moon Europa and Saturn’s moon Enceladus because they have the highest potential for such missions
in the near future. The exploration of their oceans requires landing on the surface, penetrating the thick ice shell with an ice-penetrating probe, and probably diving with an underwater
vehicle through dozens of kilometers of water to the ocean floor, to have the chance to find
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life, if it exists. Technologically, such missions are extremely challenging. The required
key technologies include power generation, communications, pressure resistance, radiation
hardness, corrosion protection, navigation, miniaturization, autonomy, and sterilization and
cleaning. Simpler mission concepts involve impactors and penetrators or – in the case of
Enceladus – plume-fly-through missions.
Keywords Subsurface access · Melting probes · Drilling probes · Impactors · Penetrators ·
Underwater vehicles · Plume-sampling · In-situ instrumentation · Europa · Enceladus · Icy
moons · Ocean worlds

1 Introduction
Many bodies in the outer solar system are expected to harbor liquid oceans beneath their
icy shells (Hussmann et al. 2006; Nimmo and Pappalardo 2016). Measurements in combination with analytical calculations and computer modelling suggest that their physical and
chemical parameters (overlying ice thickness, depth, pressure, temperature, chemistry, contact to silicates, etc.) are very diverse and so is probably their potential to harbor life. The
diversity of life found through the exploration of analogue extreme environments on Earth
like Antarctic subglacial lakes and deep-sea hydrothermal vents can guide our imagination
of what we may expect in such alien oceans. This chapter focuses on Jupiter’s moon Europa
and Saturn’s moon Enceladus because they have the highest potential for subsurface exploration missions in the near future (Table 1 lists their main physical and orbital properties).
Having rocky silicate seafloors in contact with saltwater oceans, both moons may have the
potential to host the kinds of water-rock interactions that can sustain chemosynthesis – life
independent of sunlight – which would open up a whole new dimension of habitability in
the solar system and, indeed, in all other star systems.
To land a substantial amount of hardware (i.e., in the order of a few hundred kilograms up
to a few metric tons), on an icy moon is already very hard. The required changes in orbital
energy and thus velocity (termed V in spaceflight mechanics) to land on the surface of Europa or Enceladus is so enormous that either multiple rocket launches with in-orbit assembly,
or very advanced high-power and high-specific-impulse propulsion systems, or many timeconsuming gravity assist maneuvers are required (during the interplanetary cruise phase,
they can be performed at the planets; after capture in the Jovian or Saturnian system, they
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Parameter

Europa

Enceladus

Mean radius [km]

1560.8

252.1

Mass [kg]

4.800 × 1022

1.080 × 1020

Equatorial surface gravity [m/s2 ]

1.314

0.113

Mean density [g/cm3 ]

3.013

1.609

Escape velocity [km/s]

2.025

0.239

Semi-major axis [km]

670 900

237 948

Orbital period [d]

3.5512

1.3702

Orbital eccentricity [−]

0.009

0.0047

Mean solar distance [au]

5.204

9.583

Mean solar radiation flux [W/m2 ]

50.5

14.9

can be performed at the larger moons of the Jovian or Saturnian system). After landing on
an outer solar system’s moon, power generation is a problem due to the large distance from
the Sun that precludes the usage of solar power (also, solar cells are susceptible to rapid
degradation by high radiation doses). Consequently, from an engineering point of view, Europa and Enceladus have to be considered as almost-zero-energy environments that require
an own “imported” power source. Given such constraints, it is even harder to penetrate many
kilometers of ice (which is already hard with huge power generators on Earth). If life has
arisen within an ocean world, its widest distribution is probably found at the ocean floor (as
in subglacial lakes on Earth), where energy and nutrients from the moon’s silicate core are
most readily available, but the ice-ocean interface may also be a good place to search for
life. Therefore, after penetration into such an exo-ocean is achieved, an underwater vehicle
has to dive dozens of kilometers deep to find life that is probably not equally distributed over
the seafloor so that the vehicle probably has to explore hundreds of square kilometers. Note
that even on Earth, hydrothermal seafloor vents were only found quite recently (Corliss et al.
1979). The vast majority of vents that are predicted to occur have not yet been located. The
best analogue to what is happening on Enceladus, the Von Damm hydrothermal field (McDermott et al. 2015), was actually discovered more recently than Cassini has first imaged
the plumes at Enceladus. When first discovered, there was no known vent-site on Earth that
could account for both the high Si and high H2 measured by Cassini at the inferred temperatures of ≈100 ◦ C. It is evident that many technical challenges belong more to the field
of oceanographic engineering than space engineering, so that interdisciplinary collaboration
will be a key for mission success, as well as the early participation of scientists that work on
analogous extreme terrestrial environments like subglacial lakes (Siegert et al. 2011, 2016).

2 Environmental Conditions and Engineering Constraints
The present knowledge of the surface environments of icy satellites with putative subsurface
oceans has grown considerably over the past three decades by dedicated spacecraft observations and ground-based telescope surveys. There is geophysical evidence from Galileo
and Cassini observations that at least Europa, Ganymede, Callisto, Enceladus and Titan harbor global oceans. Of particular interest for future in-situ lander missions, however, are the
surfaces of Europa and Enceladus, to study in detail the physical and chemical exchange processes with their deep interiors (Hendrix et al. 2019). From the absence of larger craters, it
can be deduced that both the surface of Europa and the south polar terrain of Enceladus must
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be geologically young (Bierhaus et al. 2009; Kirchoff et al. 2018). In contrast to Ganymede,
Callisto and Titan, the subsurface oceans on Europa and Enceladus are believed to be in
contact with a rocky seafloor (Hussmann et al. 2006), thereby increasing their potential for
habitability. The surface of Europa and the south polar terrain of Enceladus are subject to
intense tectonic resurfacing, resulting in prominent geological surface features, e.g., double
ridges and networks of sub-parallel cracks, fractures, and faults. Surface deformation features such as tectonic grabens are frequently used to characterize the subsurface properties
and thermal state at their time of formation (Prockter et al. 2010; Stephan et al. 2013).
Lacking a dense atmosphere, the near-surface layers of icy satellites are persistently disrupted by impact gardening due to hypervelocity collisions with minor bodies and meteoroids, and further eroded by photolysis due to intense ultraviolet radiation and radiolysis
due to high-energy neutral ion and particle bombardment. The reflectance spectra in the
outer solar system are clearly dominated by crystalline water ice (Dalton 2010). Possible
exceptions of amorphous ice are found on Ganymede and Europa, where the crystalline
structure of water ice will be disrupted due to the intense radiation caused by Jupiter’s corotating magnetosphere (Dalton 2010). Additionally, the surfaces of geologically active icy
satellites like Enceladus, Europa, and Triton are currently modified by the deposition of
condensates released from active venting plumes (Southworth et al. 2015, 2019). Cassini
VIMS observations indicate that particle sizes are strongly correlated with geologic features
and surface ages. Whereas the smallest particles were found in old densely cratered terrains
subject to impact gardening, the largest particles with ice grain sizes of about 200 µm are
concentrated in immediate vicinity of venting plumes in the tiger-stripe regions (Jaumann
et al. 2008). The occurrence of hydrated salts in the vicinity of Enceladus or of salt-rich
surface deposits on Europa clearly indicates the presence of liquid subsurface reservoirs and
water-rock exchange in aqueous environments on these bodies (Postberg et al. 2009, 2011b;
Trumbo et al. 2019).
The surface temperature on Europa ranges between 86 and 132 K, whereas there is a
broad range of observed surface temperatures on Enceladus. These may vary from 33 to 85 K
depending on insolation, 120 to 160 K at hot spots, and peak at about 200 K in the tiger-stripe
regions (Dalton 2010; Goguen et al. 2013). The surface brightness of Enceladus is related to
intense resurfacing due to the deposition of plume particles. For example, Europa’s ice shell
is most likely a few to a few tens of kilometers thick but investigations of the equilibrium
shell thickness from a balance between tidal heating and heat transport have yielded a wide
range of possible solutions, because the (uncertain) ice viscosity has a strong effect on both
tidal heating and heat transport (Schubert et al. 2009; Nimmo and Pappalardo 2016). Since
the cold surfaces of icy satellites are porous and heavily fractured, it is generally assumed
that yield strength is controlled by frictional sliding at shallow depth and by plastic creep
deformation at greater depths (Litwin et al. 2012). In between, stresses are assumed to be
accommodated elastically. The transition from brittle to ductile behavior occurs at a critical
sliding speed where brittle strength equals ductile strength, in analogy to a critical strain rate
within bulk ice (Schulson 2013).
Owing to the low surface temperature and low gravity on small icy bodies, the brittle
zone is expected to retain substantial porosity in excess of a value of 0.1. This is significant
and will strongly affect thermal diffusivity, tensile strength, acoustic and dielectric properties, vapour transport, and other key properties relevant for ice-penetrating probes (Moore
et al. 2009b). The mechanical and thermophysical properties of ice are further affected by
the incorporation of non-ice contaminants due to the delivery of micrometeoroids, the deposition of salty plume particles, partial melting, or volatile release and upward percolation of
cryomagmas (McCord et al. 1998). Small temperature variations are sufficient to promote
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Fig. 1 Schematic cross section
of Europa’s outer ice shell. The
vertical scale is exponentially
exaggerated. The floating ice
shell is assumed to be 20 km
thick, while the depth of the
ocean floor is taken as 100 km
(adapted from Moore et al.
(2009a))

chlathrate decomposition and subsequent release of trapped gases. The presence of salts
or ammonia in subsurface liquid reservoirs could cause significant melting point reduction
(Kargel 1998), hence increasing viscosity at the base of the icy shell and shifting the brittleductile transition to greater depths (Durham et al. 2010). Figure 1 schematically shows the
depth variation of strength across Europa’s ice shell.
For Enceladus, the lower and upper limits of the average ice shell thickness are 18 km
and 44 km, respectively (Fig. 2) (Hemingway et al. 2018). Although most authors now agree
that the ice shell is thinnest at the poles and thickest at the equator, the exact numbers are
still a matter of debate. Depending on the model, numbers for the thickness of the ice crust
vary between 2 and 20 km at the south pole and between 30 and 60 km at the equator. Recent
investigations of microwave emission radiometry at the south polar terrain (SPT) by Le Gall
et al. (2017), however, are only in agreement with an ice shell thickness of not more than
5 km, which corresponds to an equatorial crustal thickness of about 35 km.
The SPT on Enceladus is special in many regards. As illustrated in Fig. 3, supersonic jets
of gas and ice grains penetrate the icy crust to form large cryo-volcanic plumes towering
above Enceladus’ south pole (Spahn et al. 2006; Hansen et al. 2006; Porco et al. 2006). Jets
emerge from almost parallel cracks called tiger stripes, each about 150 km in length and a
distance of about 35 km between each crustal fracture. The cracks appear to cut through the
entire thickness of the ice shell tapping into the global ocean underneath (Kite and Rubin
2016; Spencer et al. 2018). From buoyancy arguments, water should fill large parts of these
cracks and the water surface (or water table) should be situated at ≈90% of the distance
from the ocean to the surface, dividing each fracture into a lower, water-filled part and an
upper, vapour-filled part. From the considerations above, it seems well possible that liquid
water is situated at a depth of only a few hundred meters inside the tiger-stripe fractures.
The width of the water filled part of the cracks is unknown but from several models it is
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Fig. 2 Ice-shell thickness at Enceladus (assuming complete Airy compensation of all known topography),
ranging from ≈ 6 km at the south pole to ≈ 36 km at the equator, with a mean thickness of 22 km (adapted
from Hemingway et al. (2018))

estimated to be in the order of 1 m (Kite and Rubin 2016; Spencer et al. 2018). The exact
depth of the water table is probably variable due to “flushing” from tidal flexing of the crust
and can vary by tens of meters (Kite and Rubin 2016). Based on heat flow considerations, the
presence of wider vapor chambers has been suggested at the water surfaces, allowing large
evaporating surfaces that then narrow down again to vent channels. This geometry would
provide sufficient backpressure to prevent the water from violent boiling at its triple point
(Postberg et al. 2009), which would lead to immediate self-sealing of a vent. However, other
authors suggest that these chambers in the ice are not required (Nakajima and Ingersoll 2016;
Ingersoll and Nakajima 2016). Models agree, however, that above the water surface the
average width of cracks narrows down to not more than a few tens of centimeters (Schmidt
et al. 2008; Postberg et al. 2011b; Ingersoll and Nakajima 2016). The localized emergence of
jets along the tiger stripes that often goes along with localized hot spots suggests that above
the water surface vapor and ice grains are transported through pipes. The outflow along the
fissures in between these jets appears to be much lower. Close to the surface, the widths of
the outlets have been constrained to be in the order of 1 m (Goguen et al. 2013), indicating
that vents widen again near the surface. Jets, unlike the plume, occasionally appear to turn
on and off on typical time scales of years (Nimmo et al. 2014), indicating occasional opening
and sealing of certain ice vents.
At the outlets, temperatures close to 200 K occur, probably limited by sublimation cooling (Goguen et al. 2013). An entire tiger stripe over a width of about 200 m is warmer
than the surrounding ice by several tens of kelvins (Spencer et al. 2018). Further away from
the fracture, the surface temperatures decrease quickly and reach a constant level of about
75–80 K about 1 km away from the tiger stripes. Note, that this temperature level in between tiger stripes is still a little bit higher than the surface temperature from solar heating
measured at Enceladus’ equator, indicating a conductive heat flow emanating from the subsurface ocean through the thinned ice shell of the entire SPT (Spencer et al. 2018).
Gas and ice grains in the Enceladean plume, at least to a greater part, is material from
the subsurface ocean (Postberg et al. 2009, 2011b, 2018b,a; Waite et al. 2009, 2017). The
mechanical and thermodynamic driver of the plume is evaporation of ocean water from
the water table inside back-pressured vents at temperatures close to the freezing point of
the salty (≈ 1–2% salinity) and alkaline (pH 8.5–12) water (Postberg et al. 2009; Hsu et al.
2015; Glein et al. 2015). An average total amount of about 300 kg/s of water vapour (Hansen
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Fig. 3 Schematic illustrating the
current knowledge of the
small-scale physical and thermal
structure and processes relevant
to Enceladus’ plume formation
(from Porco et al. (2014))

et al. 2019) escapes into the plume, setting a lower limit for the evaporative flux below.
The vapour is partially redeposited onto the vents’ ice walls (Ingersoll and Pankine 2010;
Ingersoll and Nakajima 2016) and also partially condenses to tiny ice grains with sizes
mostly below 1 µm (Schmidt et al. 2008; Postberg et al. 2009, 2011b; Yeoh et al. 2015).
However, a large part of the ice grains appear to be frozen ocean spray (Postberg et al. 2009,
2011b) that has undergone only minor or moderate modification by interaction with the gas
phase in the ice vents (Bouquet et al. 2019; Khawaja et al. 2019).
On average, the plume emits a total mass flow of gas and icy dust of 250–350 kg/s.
Estimates for the gas-to-ice ratio in the plume vary greatly, ranging from 30 to 1.5. However,
the latest estimates settle around a value of 10 (Kempf et al. 2018; Postberg et al. 2018a).
The plume is also known to be time-variable. The most apparent activity cycle is coupled
to the moon’s orbital period (Hedman et al. 2013; Nimmo et al. 2014; Ingersoll and Ewald
2017), during which the plume brightness from emitted ice grains varies by about a factor
of four. The ejection speed of the gas (Hansen et al. 2008) is much larger than that of the
dust grains (Schmidt et al. 2008; Hedman et al. 2009). Therefore, the gas almost completely
escapes into space, whereas a large fraction (≈90%) of the solid material falls back to the
surface (Porco et al. 2006; Spahn et al. 2006; Kempf et al. 2018). This strongly couples
plume composition and surface composition, especially at the SPT where most of the plume
material is deposited (Postberg et al. 2018a). The deposition of plume fall-out as a snow
layer on Enceladus’ surface is expected to be about 1–10 mm/yr close to the tiger stripes,
depending on the “fluffiness” of the snow layer and about an order of magnitude less at the
rest of the SPT (Southworth et al. 2019). The composition of the plume and the surface
is dominated by water: For the neutral gas, the water abundance is larger than 96%, for
dust grains, it is in the order of 99% on average (Postberg et al. 2018a). However, there are
significant amounts of non-water compounds in the plume. The main non-icy compounds
are sodium salts and organic material in the solid phase (Postberg et al. 2009, 2011b, 2018b)
and H2 , NH3 , CO2 and CH4 in the gas phase (Waite et al. 2017).
The depth of the ocean layer is constrained by the diameter of Enceladus’ rocky core
(radius ≈192 km) and the variable thickness of the ice shell. The numbers given above, for
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example, would yield an ocean depth of over 55 km at the south pole and ≈25 km at the
equator. The rocky core has a surprisingly low average density of 2.3–2.5 g/cm3 (Iess et al.
2014). This is best reconciled with a core porosity of about 20%, giving rise to the idea of
a water-percolated core (Choblet et al. 2017). Indeed, modeling indicates that such a permeable core appears to be required to explain the heat generation and dissipation from tidal
friction inside the core to prevent the ocean from slow freezing over geological timescales
(Choblet et al. 2017). Tidal dissipation inside a water-filled rocky core would lead to hydrothermal hot spots located at the poles at the bottom of the ocean. Indeed, compositional
measurements of plume constituents (Hsu et al. 2015; Waite et al. 2017) indicate the presence of such a hot water environment at the bottom of the ocean or even inside the core
(Sekine et al. 2015; Glein et al. 2018).

3 A Stepwise Approach for the Subsurface Exploration of Ocean Worlds
According to the study team that compiled NASA’s roadmap to ocean worlds (Hendrix et al.
2019), the overarching goal of an ocean worlds exploration program is to identify such
worlds, characterize their oceans, evaluate their habitability, search for life, and ultimately
understand any life we may find. The study team advocates a program that subsequently
focuses on (1) understanding where/why oceans are present, which allows for (2) characterizing ocean environments in these known ocean worlds. With known ocean environments
it becomes important to (3) characterize their habitability and ultimately (4) search for extant life. To do this, the study team recommends Europa and Enceladus – besides Titan and
Triton – as high-priority targets. This suggests a stepwise approach before sending tremendously intricate and thus expensive life-searching exo-ocean exploration missions to Europa
or Enceladus. In order to better address environmental and subsurface properties, remote
sensing data of possible landing sites should be acquired by using imaging, photometry,
thermal and radar methods at the highest spatial and spectral resolution possible.
From a technological point of view, two approaches are generally possible for a successful exo-ocean exploration mission that includes a lander or surface station, possibly a
penetrator and maybe even an underwater vehicle. Without much reflection, the simplest
approach is to design a system that is able to cope with all possible environmental conditions. It can land on any surface, penetrate any kind of ice shell, no matter how thick, and
submerge through any kind of ocean, no matter how deep, to find any kind of extant life, no
matter how different it may be compared to life on Earth. It is easy to understand that this
is not the best approach because such a system must be extremely intricate and thus enormously expensive, and such a mission would be very risky. A much better technological
approach is to first characterize the relevant environments – surface, ice shell, ice-ocean interface, ocean – and then to design systems that are capable to operate in those (then known)
environments with the required robustness and reliability at less cost. For example, a lander
first requires multiple close spacecraft flybys or an orbiter that remotely analyzes the surface
for its physical properties (porosity, dust-to-ice ratio, organics, min. and max. temperatures,
radiation) and its topography down to a lander-size scale. The next mission, a lander that
may already feature a short-range ice-penetration probe, then lands on the surface to study
the surface and near-surface ice properties in situ. The next mission may then analyze the ice
shell (temperature distribution, ice properties, obstacles) with a long-range ice-penetrating
probe that may already reach and explore the ice-ocean interface (e.g. is there slush ice
ore ice boulders that move with a current) and the upper ocean (currents, density, salinity,
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temperature, chemistry). An important accompanying task for all steps of exo-ocean exploration is theoretical modeling to anticipate the probable environments for the technology
to work in, as well as all the different conditions for life to form and its signatures to be
detected. By steering future missions toward the best target(s), modeling and the creation
of a comprehensive theoretical framework can raise the probability for mission success and
maximize the scientific outcome (German et al. 2019a). The obvious big disadvantage of
such a stepwise approach is of course its long time scale. Given a typical flight time of 4–8
years to Jupiter and Saturn (respecting launch windows) and several years of development,
this approach takes decades until mankind will reach the bottom of an exo-ocean (however,
50 years ago, Pioneer and Voyager skeptics may also have lamented that it will take decades
to reach near-interstellar space and now we are there).
A first mission to characterize the ocean environment and its habitability on Europa is the
Europa Clipper mission (Phillips and Pappalardo 2014), whereas a first mission to characterize the ocean environment and its habitability on Enceladus could be the proposed Enceladus Life Finder mission (Reh et al. 2016) or the Enceladus Life Signatures and Habitability
mission (Eigenbrode et al. 2018), see Sects. 4.1 and 5.1.1, respectively. Lander missions to
Europa and Enceladus may follow once our knowledge on their surfaces at very small scales
has improved and landing risks can be reduced. Also missions to other icy moons (e.g. Triton or Titan) would help enhancing our knowledge and prepare for the challenges of surface
and subsurface icy-moon exploration.

4 Key Technologies for Access to Subsurface Material
4.1 Plume-Capturing
The Cassini in-situ instruments have demonstrated that physical and chemical properties of
the ocean and its habitability can be obtained via the probing of plume material during an
Enceladus flyby or even by flying through the E-ring (Postberg et al. 2018a; Glein et al.
2018). Quite impressively, this goal was achieved with instruments that were by no means
optimized for this task because they were designed in the early 1990s, over a decade before
the discovery of the Enceladean plumes. It is obvious that analyzing plume material during a
flyby with a modern and dedicated payload has an enormous potential. Although both plume
components, gas and ice grains, are relevant for exploring the habitability of Enceladus
ocean, complex organic material and most biosignatures are expected to reside in the ice
grains (Porco et al. 2017; Postberg et al. 2018b; Khawaja et al. 2019). It is worth mentioning
that the required technologies for sampling plumes at Enceladus may also be used for other
moons like Europa and Triton, which may also form plumes (Sparks et al. 2017; Soderblom
et al. 1990).
A major caveat in plume sampling is the sparseness of icy plume material. Cassini images, taken from very high solar phase angles (since the plume is invisible in reflected light),
can be quite misleading because the plume is actually extremely tenuous. The current best
estimates yield an average total emission rate for ice grains of about 20–25 kg/s (Kempf
et al. 2018; Southworth et al. 2019), which might vary by a factor of two up and down,
depending on Enceladus’ orbital position (Hedman et al. 2013; Nimmo et al. 2014). This
material is distributed over a plume volume of >1010 km3 , which yields <100 particles/m3
(each only µm-sized). For plume-sampling, it is advantageous that the number density of ice
grains and their average size both increase closer to the surface (Hedman et al. 2009; Postberg et al. 2011b; Southworth et al. 2019; Kempf et al. 2018), so that a close flyby would
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drastically increase the collectable mass of ice grains. However, even optimistic calculations
predict a sample mass of 1.6 mg (or 1.6 mL) per m2 collector area at a single low-altitude
flyby (25 km) over the most active part of Enceladus’ SPT (Guzman et al. 2019). This material will contain on average less than 0.5% of organic material in total (Postberg et al.
2018a), so that even under optimal circumstances, less than 10 µg of organic material would
be sampled per m2 of collector area and per flyby. Multiple flybys allow the collection of
more material (Massarweh and Cappuccio 2020).
Plume-sample return mission concepts like LIFE by Tsou et al. (2012) and several concepts studied by Sekine et al. (2014) mention the importance of the flyby velocity for the
intact collection of plume materials. They propose to minimize the Enceladus flyby velocity
for a Saturn orbiter to about 3–4 km/s. The better – though more costly – scenario, which
would guarantee collection of unaltered plume samples, would require the spacecraft to go
into orbit around Enceladus, thereby achieving much lower plume fly-through velocities of
less than about 0.2 km/s. In both cases, the samples would have to be cyro-cooled on the
way to Earth.
The most successful instruments onboard Cassini were its in-situ mass spectrometers:
the Cosmic Dust Analyser CDA (Srama et al. 2004), analyzing the composition of individual plume ice grains, and the Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) (Waite et al.
2004), analyzing the composition of the plume gases. These instruments were not limited
by the small amount of vapor and ice grains present in the plume. They not only gave the
first solid evidence for the existence of a subsurface ocean (Postberg et al. 2009) but further
constrained properties like temperature, salinity, and pH (Postberg et al. 2009, 2011b; Glein
et al. 2015; Hsu et al. 2015). Ultimately, these instrument inferred the presence of hydrothermal activity and could even specify similarities to the serpentenizing, alkaline hydrothermal
vents on Earth, like Lost City (Hsu et al. 2015; Tobie 2015; Sekine et al. 2015; Waite et al.
2017; Glein et al. 2018) or the Von Damm hydrothermal field (Waite et al. 2017; Glein et al.
2018; McDermott et al. 2015).
Based on this success, a very similar combination of two in-situ mass spectrometers,
the Surface Dust Analyzer (SUDA) and the Mass Spectrometer for Planetary Exploration
(MASPEX) was selected for the payload of the Europa Clipper, a space mission targeted to
investigate the habitability of Europa’s subsurface ocean with a series of at least 45 close flybys. Although the original goal of the two instruments was to investigate vapor (MASPEX)
and ice grains (SUDA) lifted from the Europan surface (Postberg et al. 2011a), evidence
recently solidified that Europa hosts plumes that might be similar to those on Enceladus
(Roth et al. 2014; Sparks et al. 2016, 2017; Jia et al. 2018) and could be probed by the two
mass spectrometers aboard the Europa Clipper. Building on the precise knowledge about
how these instruments operate in Enceladus’ plume, a similar combination of mass spectrometers was proposed for two Enceladus missions concepts, one by NASA (Enceladus
Life Finder, ELF) and one by ESA (Explorer of Enceladus and Titan, E2T), in 2015 and
2016, with vastly advanced successors of the Cassini instruments. The goal was to greatly
enhance the knowledge about Enceladus’ hydrothermal ocean chemistry, its habitability, and
even the presence of life (Lunine et al. 2015; Reh et al. 2016; Mitri et al. 2018).
While the gas mass spectrometers of the aforementioned missions (Cassini and Europa
Clipper) and mission concepts (ELF and E2T) use electron ionization to ionize the plume
gases for analysis by mass spectrometry, the dust analyzers use the method of impact ionization. There, the kinetic energy of a µm-sized ice grain hitting a metal target plate at speeds
in excess of 1 km/s is used to not only vaporize but to ionize a substantial fraction of the ice
grain (Srama et al. 2004). The ions that have formed in the impact cloud are then analyzed
by time-of-flight mass spectrometry yielding the mass spectrum of each individual ice grain
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that is encountered by the instrument. Analogue experiments show that these instruments
can detect and quantify trace amounts (parts per billion quantities) of biogenic material like
amino acids, peptides, and fatty acids, if present in an ice grain (Klenner et al. 2020a,b).
An alternative mission concept is the collection of plume material with a large funnel
in an Enceladus orbit or during a very slow flyby. The sampled material is melted and subsequently analyzed by a suite of in-situ instruments. Such a mission, the Enceladus Life
Signatures and Habitability (ELSAH), was proposed to NASA in 2017 as an alternative to
ELF (Eigenbrode et al. 2018). Although the details of this proposal were not made public,
it requires a quite sophisticated technique to collect unaltered plume material in sufficient
quantities for the different analytical instruments.
As outlined above, there will be only about 1 mL of water collected by an area of 1 m2
during a single flyby, even on a low altitude plume crossing. Therefore, all instrument concepts that are based on a collection of plume material that is subsequently chemically analyzed have to deal with small sample quantities. In Sect. 5.1.1, we present an instrument
suite capable to determine the presence of life, in case the sampling problem is solved.

4.2 Impactors and Penetrators
The function of an impactor is to interrogate a planetary surface by applying kinetic energy.
This is usually with the intent to launch or vaporize material for optical observation, as
in the LCROSS experiment at the Moon (Schultz et al. 2010), or for in-situ analysis or
sample collection, as in the proposed Ice Clipper mission to Europa (McKay 2002). An
impact may excavate a crater that exposes subsurface material for remote observation and
that allows to assess surface properties via cratering physics and chemistry. An additional
function of an impactor may be to act as a known seismic source to probe a planetary body’s
interior structure, like the Saturn IVB stages of the Apollo missions 13–17 did for the Moon
(Latham et al. 1970). In principle, an impactor can be a simple inert mass, although in
some cases, as in the Deep Impact mission (A’Hearn et al. 2005), delivery to the target may
require onboard guidance and propulsion systems, as in the Double Asteroid Redirection
Test (DART) presently in development (Cheng et al. 2016). Impacts can be at energies below
the hypervelocity regime, like the balance masses shed by the Mars Science Laboratory
Curiosity during its entry (these lumps of tungsten caused small craters (Bierhaus et al.
2013)) but are more typically at velocities of many kilometers per second. These higher
energies, typically given by the arrival conditions, such that the impactor can be simple,
may be needed to launch material from the surface (typically ejecta is launched at about
half the impact speed), and are necessary if the intent is to ionize material for spectroscopic
observation (as in LCROSS). Occasionally an impactor may have a power source of its own.
Hayabusa 2, e.g., featured an explosively formed projectile (see Fig. 4), the Small Carry-On
Impactor (Saiki et al. 2017), where in April 2019 a charge directed successfully a slug of
molten metal at a target to expose subsurface material at the asteroid Ryugu. Attention is
usually paid to impactor composition (e.g., pure copper as in Deep Impact) to minimize any
unknown contributions to the target material.
The fundamental distinction between an impactor and a hard lander or penetrator is that
an impactor performs no functions after impact and so there is no requirement to design its
systems to survive.
A penetrator, in contrast (see also the review by Lorenz (2011)) is a landed vehicle that
dissipates an appreciable amount of kinetic energy on arrival into the surface material, rather
than absorbing the energy with onboard elements such as airbags or shock absorbers. In
practical terms, this approach can be used for arrival velocities of between about 10 and
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Fig. 4 The Hayabusa-2 Small
Carry-on Impactor: A slightly
concave copper disk at right, with
a conical explosive charge behind
it, forms a high-velocity slug of
metal to excavate a crater, Photo:
R. Lorenz

300 m/s. At velocities below 10 m/s (vehicle mass is also a consideration), the mass saving
associated with using terrain for deceleration is not worth the additional risk. Above 300 m/s
the impact energy becomes too high for scientific instrumentation and other systems to be
adequately hardened against the violent deceleration necessary. The impact velocity V , penetration depth d and average deceleration a are simply related by V 2 = 2ad. The peak
accelerations encountered may be a factor of a few larger than the average value. Impact
at 300 m/s, with deceleration over 2 m, entails an average deceleration of about 2000 g.
The vehicle diameter is chosen to achieve the desired penetration characteristics given the
assumed (but often highly uncertain) mechanical properties of the surface.
The scientific virtues of a penetrator are that it can directly access subsurface material,
getting below the surface layer that may be radiation-processed (in the case of Europa, for
example), and that the penetration event itself can be used to perform sample acquisition, e.g.
via a side-scraper or nose aperture. Improved seismic coupling, or more importantly, reduced
thermally-induced background noise, is another advantage. Penetrators have been proposed
to attempt to measure subsurface heat flow, although this is very challenging. While operation at depth in the regolith can introduce operational aspects that are favorable (e.g.,
reduced thermal cycling, which is important at the Moon), there are potentially unfavorable
factors such as uncertainties in radio propagation.
Successful penetration and the avoidance of destructive side loads relies on the vehicle
having essentially zero angle of attack (i.e. vehicle axis and velocity vector aligned) and zero
incidence (i.e. velocity aligned with the surface normal) to within ≤10◦ at impact. From an
orbit around Europa or Enceladus, a precise and powerful attitude control system is needed
to precess the vehicle from a horizontal attitude (typically needed to null the orbital velocity,
which is, e.g., 1.389 km/s in a circular 100-km orbit around Europa and 0.143 km/s in a
circular 100-km orbit around Enceladus) to a near vertical orientation at impact, in a freefall time that may be at most a few tens of seconds. This required agility means the perceived
cost saving in not requiring propulsion to remove the last 100-300 m/s of arrival speed may
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Fig. 5 Model of one of the Lunar-A penetrators, never flown. Only the black element at left would penetrate
into the regolith to perform seismic and heatflow studies: the formidable propulsion and attitude control
hardware necessary to orient and decelerate the vehicle to survivable impact speed is evident at right, Photo:
R. Lorenz
Fig. 6 Model of the penetrator
for the ill-fated Mars-96 mission
at the Lavochkin Museum in
Moscow. An inflatable
decelerator is deployed from the
aft skirt to retard and stabilize the
vehicle during entry, Photo: R.
Lorenz

be partly illusory. Penetrators make the most sense in large numbers, such that the loss of
one or two vehicles still permits the mission to be accomplished: the non-robustness of even
a two-penetrator mission was seen as a weakness of the Japanese LUNAR-A mission prior
to its cancellation (see Fig. 5) (Shiraishi et al. 2008).
To date, only two penetrator missions have been launched (Lorenz 2011), the Russian
Mars 96 mission with two ≈100 kg penetrators (see Fig. 6, lost at launch), and NASA’s
two ≈ 4 kg New Millennium DS-2 Mars microprobes (presumed lost on Mars arrival). The
LUNAR-A mission (with two ≈12 kg penetrators) was essentially ready for launch but
was cancelled for other factors. Some enthusiasm for penetrators at Europa has been voiced
(Gowen et al. 2011) but the fundamental challenges outlined above remain.
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Plumes generated by impactors can be analyzed with the same instruments as those for
natural plumes in the previous section. The analytic instrumentation options for a penetrator
would have the same goals and geometric constraints as those on an ice-penetrating probe
(see Sect. 5.1.2) but have the added challenge of requiring shock tolerance, given that impact
loads may be thousands to tens of thousands of g. Inertial scaling is such that miniaturization
tends to improve shock tolerance (one can drop a cellphone on the floor and have it still
function, but not a TV) but the impact tolerance does impose a substantial qualification
burden on the developer.
Particular payload features for penetrators are the opportunity to evaluate the mechanical
properties of the target by recording the deceleration at impact, and the use of the kinetic
energy of impact to perform sample acquisition (e.g. the penetrator on the proposed CRAF
comet mission had a “hook” scraper that ingested a sample at impact, and other concepts for
a hollow sampling penetrator have been demonstrated by Lorenz et al. (2003)). On the other
hand, the DS-2 mission developed a shock-tolerant sampler that drilled sideways from the
penetrator body after impact.

4.3 Landing Site Evaluation and Selection
As for any other planetary mission, there are two overarching criteria for the evaluation
and selection of a landing site, its scientific potential and the risk it imposes for the lander.
For ice-penetrating missions, the thickness and composition of the ice shell are also critical
when considering landing sites, as the ice properties will directly affect the performance and
efficiency of any ice-penetrating probe, drilling or melting. An ice-penetrating radar, like
the one that is flown on the Europa Clipper mission (Phillips and Pappalardo 2014), will be
able to infer the ice properties as well as the ice thickness and its lateral variations, and thus
to identify potential landing sites.
Synchronously locked moons in eccentric orbits are subjected to tides from their host
planet and, to a lesser degree, from their neighboring moons. The energy produced by viscous friction within a body that is periodically stressed by tides is not dissipated homogeneously (Beuthe 2013). Since the viscosity highly depends on the temperature, it is critical
to consider that the ice shell is (at least) composed of two layers: an upper cold brittle ice
layer and a lower warm ductile layer. The rheological boundary between both layers is in
the most simple case manifested by a viscosity change of about 106 to 108 Pa s in order
of magnitude (Kamata and Nimmo 2017), values that are well constrained by laboratory
studies. The moon’s internal structure and composition affect the spatial distribution of tidal
heating, which in turn modifies the interior of the ice shell (e.g. its radial and lateral layering) (Beuthe 2013, 2015). The knowledge of the lateral layering of the upper brittle layer, its
composition and its temperature are essential since they would affect both the performance
and the efficiency of any ice-penetrating probe, as well as the time required to reach the
ice-ocean interface.
Other critical factors for landing site selection are the mechanical surface properties (e.g.
ice hardness, porosity, slipperiness), the local surface topography on a lander scale (i.e.
<5–20 m), larger surface features such as craters or crevasses, or the solid angle of sky
visibility since communication with an orbiter would be mandatory for sending back the
data.
Ivanov et al. (2011) discusses the selection of a landing site on Europa, but scientists do
not know the most scientifically promising sites at which to land yet. Europa’s surface needs
to be scouted out first (Phillips and Pappalardo 2014).
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4.4 Ice-Penetrating Probes
To reach the subsurface ocean of an icy moon, a probe would need to penetrate the ice while
moving the melted or excavated material behind it. This operation can be achieved via three
methods: thermal (melting), mechanical (cutting), or hybrid. While thermal systems include
any approach that melts ice (e.g. direct melting using a hot point, closed cycle hot water
drills, and even direct lasers), mechanical systems use a cutter (drill bit, saw) to break the
formation. These approaches, which have been applied in Antarctica and Greenland and are
studied for future planetary missions (Bar-Cohen and Zacny 2009; Zacny et al. 2013, 2016),
will be described in this section.

4.4.1 Ice-Melting Probes
The typical shape of an ice-melting probe (sometimes also called ice-melt probe or melt
probe) is that of a cylinder with length L and diameter D = 2R. In a simple energy balance
approximation that neglects all losses, the heat needed to progress a distance  in compact
ice via melting is
Q = Aρ(cp T + H )

(1)

where A = πR is the probe’s cross-section, ρ is the ice density, and cp is the specific heat
capacity of ice. Above the triple point, the phase change of the ice is from solid to liquid
(melting) and the phase change enthalpy H (i.e. the specific energy (in kJ/kg) needed for
the phase change, also termed latent heat) is the enthalpy of fusion, H f = 334 kJ/kg for
H2 O at 0 ◦ C. Below the triple point, the phase change of the ice is from solid to gaseous
(sublimation) and H is the enthalpy of sublimation, H s = 2836 kJ/kg for H2 O at 0 ◦ C,
which is more than 8 times larger than H f . T = Tpc − T is the difference between the
phase change temperature Tpc of ice and the local ice temperature T (the phase change temperature is the melting temperature, Tm , or the sublimation temperature, Ts , respectively).
Because the triple point of H2 O is at a temperature of 273.16 K (0.01 ◦ C) and a pressure of
6.1173 mbar, the operating mode of ice-melting probes under vacuum conditions is sublimation, unless the closing of the hole (by refreezing or covering) raises the pressure in the
hole above the triple point pressure, which happens quite rapidly, as observed by Treffer
et al. (2006). Therefore, we consider here only melting. If the heating power is P , then the
penetration velocity v for melting is
2

v=

P
P
=
Q
Aρ(cp T + H )

(2)

Note that the penetration velocity scales inversely with the probe’s cross-sectional area and
is independent of the probe’s length. This is why the typical design is a tube with a large
aspect ratio, being limited by the volume required for subsystem, payload and tether integration. Note also that ρ and especially cp are temperature dependent. For low temperatures,
one has to use averages over the temperature range [T , Tm ]. Also, Tm depends (weakly) on
ambient pressure and on salinity (freezing point depression). Because Eq. (2) does not consider losses, it gives only a rough estimate of the penetration velocity, in fact, it relates the
minimum power requirement P0 to a given penetration velocity v via
P0 = Aρ(cp T + H )v

(3)

In fact, insufficient heat causes the probe to freeze in and excessive heat produces an oversized hole and wastes power by raising the meltwater temperature far above Tm . To obtain a
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Fig. 7 Required heating power
P as a function of penetration
velocity v, without (solid lines)
and with conductive losses
(broken lines)

more accurate result, losses need to be considered, most importantly the losses due to lateral
heat conduction into the ice. The lateral conduction losses have been estimated by Aamot
(1967) for a cylindrical probe with the constraint that the melt water stays liquid all around
the probe’s hull. According to Ulamec et al. (2007), the resulting equation for the lateral
conduction losses Plc can be approximated by
Plc = 932 W s/K m3 · x 0.726 · R 2 T v

(4)

where x is the numerical value for L/(vR 2 ), being made dimensionless by multiplying it
with 1 m2 /s. Hence, the total power required by the probe to penetrate the ice with a velocity
v is given by
P = P0 (A, v, T ) + Plc (A, L, v, T )

(5)

Figure 7 shows the required heating power of a typical ice-melting probe (L = 1 m, D =
10 cm) as a function of penetration velocity. The solid lines show the minimum power
requirement according to Eq. (3), while the broken lines depict the total power including
losses according to Eq. (5). Applying such a melting probe with a heating power of 10 kW
would allow a melting velocity of about 1 m/h in Europan ice. Consequently, it would take
over a year (and an energy of >100 MW h) to reach the ice-ocean interface in a depth of
ca. 10 km. Lowering the heating power to 5 kW would reduce the melting velocity to about
0.1 m/h and increase the required energy to >500 MW h, while taking more than 10 years,
because much more energy is lost by conduction into the surround ice, just to warm it up.
Therefore, low-power melting is disadvantageous. Figure 8 shows the efficiency E = P /P0
as a function of penetration velocity. It can be seen that E becomes very small for penetration
velocities <1 m/h and cold ice. For example, in 100-K Europan ice, the efficiency at this
penetration velocity is below 10%. All other losses are neglected here because they are small
as compared to the lateral conduction losses. The interested reader is referred to Ulamec
et al. (2007) and Dachwald et al. (2013).
The application of ice-melting probes for subsurface ice exploration is not a new idea. It
can be traced back to the beginning of the 1960s, when Philberth (1962) designed an instrumented ice-melting probe for measuring temperatures inside a glacial ice sheet in Greenland.
In the following decades, terrestrial ice-melting probes were also developed at AWI, the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research (SUSI, Tüg and Damm (2003)), at
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Fig. 8 Efficiency E = P /P0 as a
function of penetration velocity v

DLR, the German Aerospace Center (Ulamec et al. 2005), at NASA/JPL (Cryobot, Zimmerman et al. (2001a,b)), at the Austrian Institut für Weltraumforschung (IWF) in Graz (Treffer
et al. 2006; Kömle et al. 2018b,a), at the Chinese University of Jilin (RECAS, Talalay et al.
(2014)), at the University of Washington’s Applied Physics Laboratory (Ice Diver, Winebrenner et al. (2013)), at Stone Aerospace (VALKYRIE, Stone et al. (2018a)), and at the
German FH Aachen University of Applied Sciences (IceMole, Dachwald et al. (2014)).
The IceMole is currently the only ice-melting probe that is able to navigate in the ice.
Traditional ice-melting probes have three main drawbacks: 1) they penetrate only vertically
downwards and it is difficult to (intentionally) change direction; 2) they cannot penetrate
layers with a high content of silicates; 3) they cannot be recovered from greater depths. To
remedy these drawbacks, the IceMole design was developed at FH Aachen University of
Applied Sciences. The IceMole design is based on the novel concept of combined melting
and drilling (or – more precisely – screwing) with a hollow ice screw at the tip (see Fig. 9).
The probe has the shape of a rectangular tube (15 cm × 15 cm cross section) with a ≈3-kW
melting head. The quadratic cross section is required to counter the torque of the ice screw.
The required electric power is generated by a surface aggregate and transmitted via a cable
that may be uncoiled from the probe. The power cable may also be used for communications and data transfer to the surface. The driving force of the ice screw presses the melting
head firmly against the ice, thus leading to a good conductive heat transfer. The ice screw is
also able to drag the probe through moderately thick layers with high silicate content. It can,
however, probably not cope with obstacles that are larger than the diameter of the screw. The
ice screw can also be used for the clean sampling of liquids into the IceMole for in-situ analysis. The IceMole can change direction by differential heating of the melting head, which
generates a torque that forces the IceMole into a curve. Therefore, it can also melt upwards,
against gravity, to be recovered from the ice. The current design of the IceMole is adapted
to the subsurface investigation of terrestrial glaciers and ice shields, but in the long run,
the probe should also be adapted to extraterrestrial ice research. An IceMole with advanced
navigation capabilities was build for the DLR-funded Enceladus Explorer (EnEx) project
(Konstantinidis et al. 2014). After tests on alpine glaciers, this EnEx-IceMole (Dachwald
et al. 2014; Kowalski et al. 2016)) was used for the successful clean sampling of brine from
an englacial reservoir at Blood Falls, Antarctica (Lyons et al. 2019; Campen et al. 2019),
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Fig. 9 EnEx-IceMole: (a) CAD drawing of the melting head. (b) Return to the surface of Canada Glacier,
Antarctica. (c) The full 2-m long probe with the hull removed. Credits: FH Aachen

however after melting through much less ice (only ca. 17 m, see German et al. (2019b)) than
it would be required on an icy moon.

4.4.2 Ice-Drilling Probes
As it became evident in the previous section, ice-melting probes suffer from the problem
that they are not very efficient, especially in low-power operations, where most of the power
is wasted to heat up the surrounding ice. A mechanical approach can be two orders of magnitude more efficient than a thermal approach (see Fig. 10), but it has its own disadvantages
related to the transport of chips. Thermal ice-melting probes produce liquid that refreezes
behind them. Mechanical drills, however, require either removing the cuttings from the hole
or transporting them behind the probe and compacting them against the top of the borehole. Transporting cuttings to the surface requires a stable borehole (the ice on Europa shifts
on a daily basis) and transporting and recompacting chips is a complex task that requires
a compactor to generate a pressure of 30 MPa. Figure 10 shows the comparison of three
penetration approaches in 240 K ice using the same bit with integrated heater. From the
penetration and power standpoint, the ice-melting probe was slowest and required the most
power, while mechanical drilling was the fastest and required the least power (mechanical
drill energy did not include the energy of transporting chips). Importantly, a slushing approach also had higher performance than pure melting (penetration was about one order of
magnitude faster).

4.4.3 Hybrid Probes
In summary, mechanical systems break the icy material efficiently, but transport ice chips
inefficiently. Thermal systems have an effective chip removal approach, but a power intensive ice-melting step. The Search for Life Using Submersible Heated (SLUSH) drill is a
hybrid, thermomechanical ice-drilling probe system that combines the most efficient aspects
of these two techniques (Zacny et al. 2018). SLUSH is a 5-m long, 50-cm diameter probe
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Fig. 10 Comparison of melting, slushing, and drilling (without transport of chips), Credits: Honeybee
Robotics
Fig. 11 Conceptual design of
SLUSH, Credits: Honeybee
Robotics

with a heated drill bit in front, anti-torque cutters on the side, and several tether bays on top
(see Fig. 11). The probe is partially flooded – only critical subsystems are inside a pressure
vessel; this allows the probe to sink rather than float. SLUSH utilizes a mechanical drill to
break the formation, and partially melts the fragments to enable the efficient transport of
material behind the probe. The resulting slush behaves like a liquid despite being partially
frozen, enabling a significant reduction of the power required for melting the full volume of
ice. Further, because a mechanical approach generates higher penetration rates for the same
power, SLUSH can reach the ocean in a much shorter time than a pure ice-melting probe.
Once SLUSH passes through the hazardous cryogenic ice, it could use a purely thermal
approach to melt through the warmer ice without the need for mechanical cutting. SLUSH
incorporates the Kilopower reactor for both thermal and electrical needs. The fission reactor
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can be turned on and off and is self-moderating, significantly simplifying thermal management. The probe is physically connected to a surface station by a communications tether,
housed in several spool bays that are left behind in the ice once the spool is depleted. This
allows each tether section to be purpose-designed. For example, the top section, which may
see 150 kPa shear stresses on a diurnal cycle, will be reinforced with Kevlar. Leaving the
spools behind also shortens the probe length as it descends, making penetration more efficient. While Kevlar reinforcement and the refrozen channel left behind by the probe may
provide protection from the diurnal stress environment, if the tether does break, broken sections can be used as “Tunable Tether” for communication.

4.4.4 Penetration of the Ice-Ocean Interface
After the ice-penetrating probe has reached the bottom of the ice shell and thus the ocean,
the integrated underwater vehicle can be disconnected from the ice-penetrating probe. Since
the nature of the ice-ocean interface is unknown, one has to prepare for the worst case. One
must expect a lot of porosity and brine channels, as the ice-melting probe approaches the
ice-ocean interface, which is expected to change the probe’s motion and give an indication
that the ice-ocean interface nears. At the “last piece of ice”, the motion of the probe must be
stopped and an uncontrolled entry into the ocean must be prevented. Therefore, the sensors
of the ice-penetrating probe must be able to sense the interface and make a controlled stop
before the release of the underwater vehicle (or one has to find a way to make an uncontrolled
entry possible). The ice-penetrating probe may be stopped by arresting the tether deployment
or by activating a buoyancy mechanism, but the technical details are not trivial and subject
to future research and development.

4.5 Underwater Vehicles
Exploring the oceans with underwater vehicles had been a topic of technological innovation and development for over 50 years. Major milestones had been the introduction of
tether-connected, remotely-operated vehicles that proved to be the backbone of today’s underwater operations and the advent of small, powerful acoustic mapping systems that gave
autonomous underwater vehicles a regular role in underwater exploration. The experience
with these basic robotic tools will provide solid assessment criteria for the design of underwater vehicles that shall be deployed in the oceans of icy moons. However, there are some
major differences to terrestrial systems:
– For icy moons, the size and weight constraints for underwater vehicles are very restrictive,
which also leads to a very limited availability of power sources.
– For true exploration capabilities on icy moons, underwater vehicles need the capability to
adapt to unexpected environments and tasks. This probably requires re-programmability
and controllability from Earth, which implies a reliable permanent communication link
between the submerged vehicle and the surface station and a frequent link from there to
Earth.
– For icy moons, underwater vehicles have to undergo two test categories, underwater and
space. This limits the selection of components significantly.
All these general requirements are major technological challenges that have to be evaluated
with the aim to decide whether today’s technologies can provide a solution for planetary
missions. Components cannot be taken from the shelf but will heavily rely on specifically designed modules down to the sensor level. Proven terrestrial underwater vehicles like NereidUI (Bowen et al. 2014), BRUIE (Berisford et al. 2013), DEPTHX (Stone et al. 2018b) and
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Fig. 12 DEPTHX final design,
showing ellipsoidal geometry and
syntactic floatation panels (from
Stone et al. (2018b))

Icefin (Meister et al. 2018) have pioneered under-ice investigations of Polar oceans and provided insight into the technological challenges that autonomous or remotely operated vehicles are facing. At the same time, they assisted in developing a scientific mission scenario
for the identification of regions of interest and the tools that are needed for a comprehensive
coverage of relevant processes and events. Based on this experience, the next step towards
miniaturization of vehicle designs in conjunction with the selection of fit-for-purpose instrumentation can be made. In 2018, DLR has started a new initiative, the TRIPLE-nanoAUV
project (TRIPLE stands for Technologies for Rapid Ice Penetration and sub-glacial Lake
Exploration and the nanoAUV is planned to be a ultra-miniature autonomous underwater
vehicle).
The mobility of underwater vehicles is characterized by near-weightlessness, so that a
vehicle can freely float around in three dimensions. One can differentiate between two vehicle classes: vehicles that are free-floating and make use of a recoil-type propulsion system
and wheeled vehicles that need to stay in touch with a surface, either the seafloor or, in case
of an ice-covered ocean, the bottom of the ice shell. Both have different specific characteristics. While the wheeled systems do not need exact balancing and are already in touch with
the surface that is to be explored, they may face major issues on rough surfaces. Under those
circumstances, free-floating vehicles can demonstrate their mobility advantage as they can
circumvent obstacles. This characteristic is particularly important when miniaturization is
a major design goal. While wheeled vehicles need a certain size to deal with obstacles of
similar sizes, free-floating systems do not have to follow such a design scheme. The scientific objectives drive the mobility requirements of underwater vehicles. For the sampling of
liquids or solids, for example, the vehicle shall have a high maneuverability and, in case of
a free-floating system, hovering or “landing” capabilities. An example for the implementation of this specific maneuverability requirement is the DEPHTX vehicle (see Fig. 12).
Its spherical design provides hovering and rotation capability. Furthermore, the vehicle is
equipped with 6 thrusters for full actuation. The configuration of the thrusters also allows to
compensate for a possible failure of an individual thruster (Stone et al. 2018b).
If the mission scenario requires docking of the underwater vehicle to a fixed base station
under the ice shell (at the point of penetration), specific mobility requirements are needed.
The position of the docking station can be tracked down to a typical accuracy of 2 to 10 m.
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Fig. 13 The ROBEX Glider – a
blended wing design for extended
operating ranges and long-term
deployments (from Waldmann
et al. (2016))

Within that range, the vehicle has to be able to slowly approach and establish a connection to a fixed endpoint. For under-actuated robots, this results in a high requirement on
control and thruster performance. As an alternative approach, acoustic and optical modems
could be used to transfer the collected scientific data from a more remote location to the
base station. These modems have been extensively tested and used in terrestrial underwater
environments. Although they have proven to work effectively, situations like high water turbidity may occur for the optical modem or, for the acoustic modem, transient behavior for
the acoustic channel, which will lead to a massive loss of transmission capabilities. Therefore, it is worthwhile to consider also docking concepts, with all related pros and cons, to
finally decide what concepts work best for which situation in regard to reliability and consistency. More conventional vehicle concepts are making use of torpedo-shaped vehicles that
are a good compromise between low drag and flexible extensibility. Low-drag hull shapes
have been often considered as well, but the advantages are quickly wiped out if sensors or
antennas have to stick out of the outer skin of the hull. A new class of underwater vehicles
are glider systems that are particularly useful for long-term missions (with operation times
of weeks to months, see Fig. 13). Their buoyancy engines are well matched for energyefficient slow forward motion. A blend of buoyancy engines with thrusters or synthetic jets
have been conceived and evaluated as well and for under-ice missions, where the system
has to find its way back to the base station, a hybrid propulsion system is indispensable.
Energy-efficiency is key to achieving long ranges (up to thousands of kilometers). It comes
down to minimizing the velocity, taking into account the basic energy utilization of support
systems. Classical underwater glider designs that make use of torpedo shapes do not immediately lend themselves to the idea of keeping the vehicle at a fixed position. However, with
the glider design shown in Fig. 13, a blended wing shape, the integration of an airplanelike landing gear appears to be technically feasible. This would allow the glider to stay for
weeks to months at a fixed location. All mentioned categories and concepts are also considered for space missions to icy moons. These concepts have to be reconsidered, however,
under the premise of a significant size and mass reduction. Current developments go into
the direction of smaller hull diameters and extended lengths (Stone et al. 2018b; Lawrence
et al. 2018; Wirtz and Hildebrand 2016). Although this approach appears to be attractive for
tests in Earth-analogue environments like in Antarctica, one has to keep in mind that space
missions require radically miniaturized vehicle designs.
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Based on previous studies by Hand et al. (2017) and ongoing experiments like BIOMEX
(de Vera et al. 2019) and the to-be-launched BIOSIGN project (de Vera and the Life Detection Group of BIOMEX/BIOSIGN 2019), the base for narrowing-down the scientific
requirements has been set. To keep pace with this ongoing activity, it has to be accompanied
by a comparable effort in the design of the carrier system. It appears advisable to select
an integrated development approach that takes the scientific payload, power, navigation and
communication capabilities and the miniaturization of the vehicle hull into account. The
outcome of this exercise will be that criteria can be identified that will indicate what can be
achieved with the current available technologies and which milestones have to be passed to
make the system ready for an icy moon mission. Planning for such a mission will also have
to incorporate the experience from terrestrial exploration and sampling campaigns, e.g. at
the subglacial lakes Vostok, Whillans, and Ellsworth (Mowlem et al. 2016).

5 In-Situ Instrumentation for Analysis of Plumes and Plume Material,
Ice, Water, Dust, Organics
5.1 Payload
The main driver for payload selection is the payload’s capability to answer the scientific
questions related to the habitability of the icy environments and to the search for life. It
is clear that different mission scenarios require different payloads. In this section, possible
payloads, which also have to be tested for their environmental suitability to be used and operated in space and exo-oceans, are discussed for three different potential mission concepts:
1. A plume-catcher mission
2. A lander / surface station with an ice-penetrating probe
3. An underwater vehicle for ocean exploration
We would like to emphasize that the instruments listed below have to be adapted to the
icy moons with their new mission scenarios and new environmental conditions compared to
their original missions (e.g., on Mars). This needs to be done in collaboration with ocean
experts, and it has to be tested in terrestrial analog ocean systems for finally getting future
mission-appropriate sensor payloads.

5.1.1 Payload for a Plume-Catcher Mission
While a high-velocity plume sampling scenario with mass spectrometry, as described in
Sect. 4.1, does not require the “catching” of plume material, this is absolutely necessary for
a slow flyby scenario (e.g. in a wheel collector). In this case, the material would be analyzed with a multi-spectroscopic device, including Raman, IR, UV/VIS, fluorescence and
mass spectroscopy. While a mass spectrometer can easily investigate the elemental and isotopic composition of the collected plume particles (Coustenis et al. 2009), it can only give
hints about molecular structures. The other spectroscopes, in combination, can deliver more
precise information about molecules and molecule groups with relevance for life up to the
detection of real cells and even signs of an existing life cycle (Serrano et al. 2014). If the
multi-spectroscope is additionally combined with a miniaturized microscope, its information could be combined with the microscopic images and, according to the observed microscopic structures, it may be determined whether the captured particles contain real cells
or cell components, as such a detection would prove the existence of life. The combination
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of laser spectroscopy with microscopy is well-established in Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) research, but, in the coming years, further work is needed to use the full
potential of non-destructive confocal laser scanning spectroscopy in combination with confocal laser scanning microscopy. This would not require an extraction step, and the trapped
sample could be analyzed within the aerogel and without direct contact between the sample
and microscopy hardware. Further details and approaches for combined investigations were
also discussed by the Europa Lander Science Definition Team (Hand et al. 2017). There it
was argued that multiple approaches are required for the identification of organics and the
detection of life, such as the ability to measure elemental abundances, the ability to examine what chemical bonds could be or are present, and the ability to investigate morphology.
The spacecraft also needs to be equipped with an UV-IR imaging spectroscope for mapping
the physical and chemical surface properties in relation to the surface processes (Coustenis et al. 2009). It could detect organics, volatiles, and physical properties of water ice, as
well as a temperature map of cracks (Coustenis et al. 2009). A high-resolution stereo camera (2–10 m/pixel) would be good to image plumes at different time scales, phases, and
distances.

5.1.2 Payload for a Lander with an Ice-Penetrating Probe
An ice-penetrating probe for a lander mission to Enceladus or Europa (Dachwald et al.
2013, 2014; Kowalski et al. 2016; Zacny et al. 2018) could be equipped with a variety of
instruments. The lander or surface station itself could serve mainly as a data storage and to
relay the data to an orbiter and further on to Earth (Zacny et al. 2013). The ice-penetrating
probe itself could investigate the habitability of the ice and could be equipped with temperature sensors able to measure temperatures on the surface and inside the probe (Zacny et al.
2013). Besides getting knowledge on the ice temperature, it would be important to get information about the pressure, the potential content of liquid water within the ice, the humidity
of potentially existing ice caves or cavities above potential water pockets within the ice, the
salinity and the pH of the water bodies, and the gas composition which could be gained
during the operations performed within the ice. To get this data, it is absolutely necessary
that sensors which are able to detect the pH, humidity, salinity, and gas-composition are part
of the instrumentation of the ice-penetrating probe. The latter could be measured by mass
spectrometers, although it would be challenging to integrate it into the ice-penetrating probe
because of its mass. Therefore, it must be seriously evaluated whether this kind of instrument
could be miniaturized to the required degree. A camera with both macro- and microscopic
lenses would allow observations through a window in the sidewall about the ice, inclusions
and potential traces of life. This window could also allow to analyze the molecular content
of the ice and the inclusions by miniaturized Raman and IR spectroscopes (Böttger et al.
2017; Genceli et al. 2009; Moore and Hudson 2000; Dalton et al. 2003). For an IceMolelike ice-melting probe, it could also be possible to use melt-water or an ice core transferred
into the melting probe for direct analysis of the melt-water or the ice core inside the probe
by spectrometers and labs-on-a-chip or microarrays and biochips for life detection (Parro
et al. 2011).

5.1.3 Payload for an Underwater Vehicle
An underwater vehicle for ocean exploration would not be independent from the lander and
the ice-penetrating probe scenario, because it must be contained in the ice-penetrating probe
until it reaches the ocean to be deployed. For the study of these oceans, the underwater
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Fig. 14 Details of a potential plume-catcher payload: (a) Orbiter with payload arrangement. (b) Segment
with aerogel-sample collector-wheel. (c) Detail of sample collector and collector window. (d) Detail of sample
wheel and analytical (red) box. (e) Detail of the analyzer box: samples are passing through the spectrometer
laser within the box (from a student study at FH Aachen, 2016)

vehicle also needs to investigate the habitability of the ocean and to search for potential life
forms and biomarkers as evidence for life. The required payloads for this vehicle are sensors
to measure temperature, pH, salinity and gas (Tengberg et al. 2006) as well as their gradients,
and also labs-on-a-chip for the analysis of chemical ocean composition (Tengberg et al.
2006; Yücel et al. 2015) and biochips and microarrays (Parro et al. 2011) able to detect traces
of life. Further investigations on such kinds of sensors for their suitability and adaptability to
the exo-ocean environments should be a major topic for international and interdisciplinary
research and investment in the coming decade. Miniaturized spectrometers such as Raman
could also be integrated into such a system. Because the space on such a mobile submarine
is very limited, instruments such as multi-spectrometers or mass spectrometers would better
be operated on the ice-penetrating probe itself or on the lander. But if the surface station
also has to analyze samples from the ocean, this needs a sample return operation of the
probe together with (part of) the underwater vehicle, which could carry the ocean sample.
This means a complex operational scenario to the surface, where a lab has to be installed
on the surface station for further analysis. This option could complicate the entire mission
procedure and could by very risky and will certainly not be part of the first generation of
probes to be sent to the icy worlds within our solar system.

5.2 Payload Arrangement and Operational Sequence
The arrangements of the payloads within the spacecraft or the probe depend on the sampling procedure and on the subsequent analysis of the samples by non-destructive analytical
methods and by destructive methods. Mass spectroscopy and laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) are destructive methods, which need either extra samples or which have to
be done after all non-destructive analytical methods have finished. Of course, the handling
of samples and the operational sequence for analyzing them is also mission-dependent. In
the following, the three above-mentioned mission scenarios are taken into consideration.

5.2.1 Sampling, Sample Handling, and Operational Sequence for a Plume-Catcher
Mission
On a plume-catcher mission, sampling will be done during multiple plume-flythroughs, using, e.g., an aerogel sample-collector wheel, as it is shown in Fig. 14. The wheel will transport the material trapped in the aerogel to the different instruments within the spacecraft
for subsequent analysis. At the beginning, the experiments with non-destructive methods
have to be done, i.e., the microscopic identification of trapped samples and their analysis
with laser excitation and the multi-spectrometer. Only afterwards, instruments such as LIBS
and mass spectrometers can analyze the elemental and isotopic composition of the samples.
In parallel, during the flybys, the UV-IR imaging spectrometer will map the physical and
chemical surface properties and the stereo camera will observe plume activity.
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5.2.2 Sampling and Sample Handling on an Ice-Penetrating Probe
After the lander has deployed the ice-melting probe to the surface, it first sublimates and
then melts into the ice. After having reached a certain depth, it can start to measure ice
temperature, pH and salinity with dedicated sensors. Then, at a depth of a few meters, ice
and melt-water can be sampled. Melt-water can be sampled with orifices at the tip of the
probe. One method to sample ice is an ice-screw at the tip of the probe, like in the IceMoleconcept (Dachwald et al. 2013, 2014). Given the forward motion of the probe, an ice core
will be (passively) transported through a transparent tube into the probe for in-situ analysis
(and later exit the probe at the rear). The in-situ analysis methods could include Raman- or
IR-spectroscopes to determine the presence or absence of dust inclusions, organics, and potential life forms. The melted ice core at the back of the probe could then be used for analysis
through a lab-on-chip, microarrays and biochips (Parro et al. 2011). This method, however,
should only be started when the spectrometers have found clear evidence for the presence
of bio-relevant material within the sample. Through a transparent window in the probe, the
same spectrometers and even macroscopic and microscopic cameras could analyze the ice
wall that is almost in contact with the sidewalls of the probe. Of course, all instrumentation
in the probe is limited by the internal volume of the probe.

5.2.3 Sampling and Sample Handling Operations on an Underwater Vehicle
After the release of the underwater vehicle into the ocean, sensors in direct contact with the
ocean water would measure temperature, pH, salinity and dissolved material. A camera with
a bright light source could operate in this dark environment, to check which areas could be
promising for sampling, but the illuminated volume will be very limited, as it is for terrestrial deep-sea exploration. Much more challenging will be the sampling procedure itself. A
fluid sample management system is required, which allows to pump water with interesting
material into the underwater vehicle. This system could be implemented with micrometerdiameter tubes, which transfer the sampled liquids separately to the labs-on-a-chip for the
chemical and physical analysis and to the biochips and microarrays, where further biochemical analysis could be done. Another already existing sampling system could be promising
for use on an icy-moon underwater vehicle: a filter system that is included in a sampleprocessing chamber for the extraction of material that could be analyzed microscopically.
In Earth’s oceans, life is either floating or bound to particulate material. Therefore, such a
filter sampling device would be well-suited for being mounted on an underwater vehicle,
especially because of its heritage from current in-situ research in terrestrial oceans (Breier
et al. 2014). Using micrometer-sized probes for sampling, samples can be accurately related
to their camera-selected sampling location, but there is the risk of missing potentially existing life forms in the vicinity of the sample location. In contrast to that, sampling with a filter
system can accumulate material from a larger volume, including the surroundings of the
selected sampling location. In this case, however, the relation to the exact sampling location
is less accurate. Because the latter sampling method increases the probability of collecting
life or traces of it, this may be favorably used, although the environmental context would be
lost to some extent.

6 Enabling Technologies
Exo-ocean exploration missions require some general key technologies that do not depend
on the exact mission objective and design. Penetrating the surface of an icy moon requires
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an immense amount of energy. But already lander missions suffer from the scarcity of solar power in the outer solar system. When a probe is in the ice or the ocean, data must be
sent back to the surface station (from where they are relayed to Earth) to be able to control
the probe (as long as it is not 100% autonomous) and to get data back (even if it is 100%
autonomous). Communicating through dozens of kilometers of ocean and ice is a considerable problem. Another problem is navigation in the ice and the ocean, given that external
references like stars are not available but only the absolute position and orientation of the
surface station. At least on Europa, the radiation at the surface from the high-energy particles
trapped in Jupiter’s strong magnetic field is immense and requires intense shielding for the
electronic components. As well, it renders solar power systems infeasible so that a nuclear
power source is required. This source, as well as the hardware that penetrates the surface, requires particular methods for cleaning and sterilization so that the moon is not contaminated
by terrestrial life and the planetary protection requirements are fulfilled. Since the V to
land on an icy moon is very large, every landed kilogram requires probably dozens or even
hundreds of kilograms in Earth orbit at departure. This makes miniaturization especially important. Another key technology is autonomy, where relevant work has already been done
in Earth’s oceans for at least 15 years (German et al. 2008) and also for exo-ocean-related
research (Aguzzi et al. 2020; Arora et al. 2019). This, however, is a wide field that would go
beyond the scope of this chapter. Also, in contrast to the other mentioned key technologies,
there is a huge terrestrial market for autonomous systems and space applications will be able
to profit from them.

6.1 Power
One of the major challenges of any space mission, including landers and probes that operate
on or underneath the surface of moons in the outer solar system is the provision and distribution of power. While orbiters like Rosetta (Fiebrich et al. 2004) have demonstrated to work
with solar power at Jupiter distance from the Sun, this is more difficult for a surface station, as size and means of orientation towards the Sun are limited. For solar cells at Europa,
the high radiation flux at the surface (see 6.4) would also lead to a very rapid degradation.
Ice-melting probes are facing the additional difficulties of a very high power demand (see
the analysis of efficiency and minimum power required in Sect. 4.4.1) as well as the need to
make the power available at the tip of the probe, typically far below the surface.
As power sources, solar generators, radioisotope thermal generators (RTGs) or fission
reactors are to be considered. The solar radiation flux at Europa is less than 4% of the
value at Earth and only about 1% at Enceladus. Although orbiters with large solar arrays are
feasible (e.g. JUNO, JUICE), it is almost impossible to think of a technical design on the
surface to provide sufficient power to operate a lander system (or even an ice-penetrating
probe). Thus, solar cells can not be considered as a primary power source for icy moon
missions.
Several types of radioisotope thermal generators (RTGs) have been used for deep space
missions (Fraser 2018) like the GPHS (e.g. Galileo, Cassini) or the MHW (Voyager). At
begin of life (BOL), those RTGs provided about 290 and 156 W electrically, respectively. A
new RTG generation (the MMRTG) produces about 2 kW of thermal power and 120 W of
electric power at BOL, contains about 4.8 kg of 238 PuO2 and has an overall mass of 45 kg
(Hammel et al. 2009). It is, thus, hardly conceivable, to power a melting probe electrically
via a harness, with MMRTGs aboard the surface station. Even using the heat, generated by
the decay of 238 Pu directly will not be sufficient to operate an ice-melting probe, keeping in
mind a minimum requirement of protective housing for the pellets and the resulting power
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Table 2 Available radioisotopes for RHUs and RTGs
Isotope

210 Po

Half life
[yrs]
0.37

Radiation

Specific thermal
power BOL [W/g]

Specific thermal power
after 6 yrs [W/g]

α, (γ )

141.0

0.00

238 Pu

87.7

α, (γ )

0.56

0.52

90 Sr

28.8

β

0.93

0.76

85 Kr

10.8

β, (γ )

0.62

60 Co

5.27

244 Cm

18.1

241 Am

432.2

β, γ

17.7

0.36
5.7

α, (γ )

2.83

2.03

α, γ

0.11

0.11

per volume. Note that a 238 Pu heat source placed on the surface of Europa (or Enceladus),
on purpose or by accident, would not melt into the ice (Lorenz 2012).
It may be considered to use other radioisotopes than Plutonium, with higher specific
power due to a shorter half life. Table 2 gives a short overview of some radioactive isotopes
that may be used for space missions (Ulamec et al. 2010).
So far, only 210 Po-based (Lunokhod) and 238 Pu-based RHU/RTGs have spaceflight heritage. Strontium 90 Sr is used for some terrestrial RTG applications (e.g. for remote lighthouses) but requires considerably more shielding (factor 60) than e.g. 238 Pu, due to the beta
radiation and the resulting bremsstrahlung; also the daughter product, Yttrium 90 Y, is a
strong beta emitter. Strontium has been suggested, e.g., in the frame of the VALYRIE proposal (Stone et al. 2018a). 210 Po, despite of its high specific power at BOL, is not favorable
for a mission to the outer solar system, where the transfer alone takes many years, due to its
short half-life. Therefore, also RTGs are hardly usable to power an ice-penetrating probe on
Europa or Enceladus.
Another solution, that would indeed provide sufficient power could be to place a nuclear
reactor on the surface, close to the melting location. Obviously, the transport and operations
of such infrastructure has significant challenges. Reactors do have space heritage, however
only in Earth orbit (El-Genk 2009). In the former Soviet Union, “BUK” power systems with
SiGe thermoelectric conversion and fast neutron energy spectrum reactors were used for
a total of 31 Satellites (RORSATs) from 1970 to 1988 and two TOPAZ reactors, with incore thermionic conversion and epithermal neutron energy spectrum, were used for Cosmos
missions (1818 and 1867), launched in 1987 into about 800-km orbits. In the USA, the
SNAP-10A system, with SiGe energy conversion and a thermal neutron energy spectrum
reactor, was launched in 1965 into a 1300-km orbit (El-Genk 2009). All three systems used
liquid NaK to cool the reactor. The SNAP-10A reactor was intended to produce 500 W of
electric power for one year (but had to be shut down after 43 days for reasons not related
to the reactor). The TOPAZ system (Fig. 15) was designed to provide an electric power of
about 5.5 kW and a life time of up to one year. The mass of the reactor was about 320 kg and
the complete system had a mass of about 980 kg. The Soviet YENISEI (TOPAZ II) reactor,
designed for longer life-times, has never been flown.
The Soviet program for developing reactors for space applications has been stopped in
1988, however, there is renewed interest in this technology in recent years. E.g., the European Commission has been funding the DEMOKRITOS project, preparing for a mega-watt
class nuclear electric space propulsion flagship mission (Jansen et al. 2016). The Keldysh
Research Centre in Russia manages in cooperation with Roskosmos, Rosatom and the Russian Academy of Sciences the transportation module as a nuclear power and propulsion
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Fig. 15 Nuclear power plant
with thermionic reactors for
space applications “Topaz” (from
Kraus and Shabalin (2013))

system (Koroteev et al. 2013). Activities at NASA to develop a 1–10 kW (electric) reactor
for space applications are described, e.g., by Gibson et al. (2017).
Being far from 100% in efficiency, high-power nuclear reactors in space require large
radiators to dissipate waste heat. The regulation of the reactor and the generation of electric
power by a fully autonomous system is demanding. Nevertheless, in principle, such systems
can be realized and will probably become relevant when a permanently staffed station on
the surface of the Moon or human missions to Mars are realized.

6.2 Communications
One challenge of any mission to the oceans of the outer solar system is communications
with the Earth. To establish a telemetry and telecommand link with a landed surface station
on the surface of Europa or Enceladus is demanding by itself. Relay via an orbiter, either
around the moon or in the Jovian or Saturnian system most likely is the preferred solution.
Here, we concentrate on the challenges to receive telemetry from the probe within the ice
(or through the ice from the ocean). Terrestrial ice-penetrating probes can employ tethers to
transmit power and data. Due to losses in the cable and mass/volume issues, such tethered
systems are practically limited to relatively shallow exploration depths of the order of a few
kilometers. There is also a significant danger of tearing of the tether after the re-freezing of
the ice-channel, due to tidal flexing. RF communications could be a solution through clear
water or ice, however, the attenuation is dramatically increased in the presence of salts in
the water. A solution could be the use of high-power transmitters and very low frequencies.
Figure 16 shows the propagation distance (defined as 100 dB attenuation) of radio waves in
fresh water and standard sea water, respectively. A signal with 10 kHz can only penetrate
some tens of meters in salt water. It has therefore been considered to deploy relay transceiver
pods behind the probe as it melts through Europa’s surface (Bryant 2002). However, this
raises new challenges regarding the number of relay stations, their power supply, and their
thermal control.
Submarines on Earth use either acoustic communications (with submarine receivers that
are connected via cable to coast), raise antennas to the surface or use systems transmitting
extremely low frequencies (3–30 Hz). The antenna design for such systems is demanding
and signals can be transmitted only from base to ship and only with very low data rates
(Belov and Hrynchuk 2017). Clearly, this is not a feasible option for an interplanetary mission. Radio waves are attenuated much less in ice than in (salt-) water, so communications
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Fig. 16 Propagation distance (100 dB attenuation) in water as a function of frequency (from Palmeiro et al.
(2011))

may be considered when the probe is still embedded in the ice, before submerging the ocean.
Mätzler and Wegmüller (1987) have performed measurements of the real and the imaginary
part of the dielectric constant ε  + iε  of ice at temperatures between 0 and −30 ◦ C, showing a very weak temperature dependency of ε  , and a (strong) frequency dependency of ε 
(responsible for attenuation). As summarized by Bryant (2002) (and the references therein),
ε  has a minimum at around 1 GHz and a temperature dependency leading to lower values with lower temperatures. (1/e) penetration depth in pure ice is in the range of 100 m
around −20 ◦ C and in the range of kilometers at −60 ◦ C (there are no measurement points
at lower temperatures). However, attenuation is higher for impure ices (containing salts) and
on greater distances effects of cracks or dust layers will lead to refraction and weakening of
signals. Bryant proposes the use of a number (7 to 35 to reach 10 km depth) of transceivers
placed between the ice-probe and the surface (but does not enter a detailed discussion on
how these could be deployed or powered).
It appears, at the moment, despite a number of technical issues (mass and volume, tether
storage, deployment, electrical losses, durability, danger to break the tether, e.g., due to tidal
stresses), that the use of a tether (including a coaxial cable and/or optical fibers) is the most
promising solution. Work to assess the usability of tethers for communication and to increase
their technology readiness level has already been started by McCarthy et al. (2019).

6.3 Pressure Resistance
The subsurface pressure p for a celestial body under the ice or liquid can easily calculated
by applying the formula p = ρgd, when assuming a density for ice or ocean water (with ρ
being the density, g the acceleration of gravity and d the depth). In order to get an estimate
for the design of an ice-penetrating probe or an underwater vehicle, it is sufficiently accurate
to assume ρ ≈ 1000 kg/m3 . For an exact calculation of the pressure the effect of density
variation due to composition (e.g. salinity or dust inclusions in the ice), crystalline structure
of the ice, as well as compressibility needs to be estimated. The variation of g with depth can
be ignored in this context (for Enceladus, in a depth of 10 km, g is reduced by about only
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5%). So, as example, in 10 km depth, the pressure on Europa is about 13 MPa, on Enceladus
about 1.1 MPa and on Earth almost 100 MPa (the deepest area in the terrestrial ocean). The
pressure value may be much less, if the melting probe is encapsulated in a closed cavity in
the ice, separated from the water column above.
There is a lot of experience in handling pressures in the tens of MPa range applied to
submarines or off-shore equipment. Steel hulls of (military) submarines typically withstand
pressures of about 5 MPa (corresponding to a diving depth of 500 m). For greater depths,
either titanium is used, or bathyscaphes with a spherical hull and very thick walls (e.g. the
Trieste, reaching the bottom of the Mariana trench including a pressure sphere designed
with a wall thickness of 128–179 mm of steel (Walsh 1962). Tubes will fail either by yield
or, in practice and at much lower pressures, by buckling. Generally it needs to be noted that
withstanding pressures on the range of several MPa is not trivial and requires considerable
effort to stiffen the walls of an ice-penetrating probe or an underwater vehicle. The alternative to thick walls protecting a “dry” interior is to have the probe internally pressurized,
e.g. by filling it with melt water or silicone oil. Such a “wet” architecture has been used,
for example, in the Philberth and AWI probes (for the tether storage canister section of the
probe).
An aspect that must be considered is the pressure transient when reaching the ice-water
interface. Although this pressure jump should not occur if ice and water are both in hydrostatic equilibrium, it has been observed on Earth by Tüg (2002) (Ulamec et al. 2007). Aamot
(1968) also reported measurements of pressure jumps during stopping or restarting the probe
of up to 8.8 MPa due to freezing or melting of surrounding material with associated volume
and pressure changes.

6.4 Radiation Hardness
Europa is orbiting within Jupiter’s intense radiation belts, thus resulting in a severe radiation
environment, depending on the exact landing location and being more severe at trailing
edge than at the leading edge (Paranicas et al. 2009). As it can be seen in Fig. 17, however,
radiation rapidly decreases with depth. Nordheim et al. (2018) have analyzed the dose for
energetic particles for various depths of water and different locations on Europa in context
with potential biosignatures. While the dose at the surface is in the range of 100 kGy/d
(equal to 10 000 krad/d), this enormous value decreases by about eight orders of magnitudes
below 1 m of water/ice. But at least before being covered with ice, any component aboard
a Europa spacecraft will be exposed to high levels of radiation, thus requiring extensive
radiation hardness, shielding, and fault protection. If an internal radioisotope power source
is used, spacecraft components also have to be shielded from its radiation.
Since the magnetic moment of Saturn is about 60 times smaller than the one of Jupiter,
radiation at Enceladus is a less severe problem than at Europa. On the surface of Enceladus,
the radiation dose is about three orders of magnitude lower than on Europa (derived from
Nordheim et al. (2018)).
While there is some literature on the scientific aspects of the radiation environment at the
icy moons, there is considerably less available literature on the engineering implications.
The issue of coping with the harsh radiation environment, however, is addressed in context
with the development of NASA’s Europa Clipper mission (Phillips and Pappalardo 2014),
NASA’s Europa Lander study (Hand et al. 2017), as well as ESA’s JUICE mission (Grasset
et al. 2013), which both plan for multiple Europa flybys.
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Fig. 17 Predicted dose rate vs. depth at the apex of Europa’s trailing hemisphere by charged species using
an input spectrum for various species and an ice surface. Heavy ions are stopped almost immediately in the
water ice. At large depths, the electron dose rate becomes dominated by the contribution from secondaries
(bremsstrahlung), adapted from Paranicas et al. (2009). 200–300 krad/h equal 2–3 kGy/h

6.5 Corrosion
Corrosion of the surface material of the ice-penetrating probe and an underwater vehicle is
an aspect to be considered, particularly in light of our ignorance regarding the salinity or pH
value of the ocean. Harrar et al. (1977), e.g., have analyzed the corrosion of various materials
in geothermal, highly saline brines, which could be seen as the best terrestrial analogue. The
risk of corrosion must be mitigated by a careful selection of the surface material or coatings.
Materials like stainless steel and titanium are sufficiently resistant against corrosion in brines
(even with high salinity and at high temperatures). Electronics, sensors, connectors, etc.,
have to be protected from the ocean liquid, e.g. by appropriate coatings like Teflon® or
resins.

6.6 Navigation
Navigation is required for missions that penetrate the surface (Kowalski et al. 2016), and
even more so when they shall explore the ocean beneath the ice shell. Navigation on an icy
moon is very challenging, given that no natural external references exist other than the local
gravity vector and the magnetic field vector at the surface. Generally, one has to distinguish
between the navigation of an ice-penetrating probe and the navigation of an underwater
vehicle. A probe that is connected to the surface via a tether could measure the propagated
way, and thus, when combined with a tilt-measuring accelerometer, derive the depth from
the surface. When reaching the liquid ocean, pressure sensors could give depth information.
One additional navigation aid within an ice-penetration probe or an underwater vehicle could be an inertial measurement unit (IMU), which measures the orientation of the
probe/vehicle. If the attitude and the velocity over time are known, the trajectory of the
probe/vehicle can be determined (or, more precisely, estimated). The disadvantage of IMUs
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is their drift on relatively short timescales, so that regular updates from external references
are required. One potential artificial external reference concept that allows relative navigation between two (or more) elements of an under-ice system could be the deployment of
an acoustic (or electromagnetic) transponder network that allows the estimation of positions
via trilateration. Any communications system could be upgraded with such a transponder
system (receiving and returning acoustic or electromagnetic pulses with time-stamp), thus
allowing range information between the ice-penetrating probe and the surface station and
between the base station at the ocean-entry point and the underwater vehicle. Due to attenuation, the range of signals in ice and water is limited. In both media, attenuation and wave
propagation speed are strongly affected by the currently unknown salinity and particle content (whereby impurities such as cracks and bubbles are additional factors in ice). Therefore,
unless the acoustic system is self-calibrating, navigation must be based on estimated values
and is consequently less accurate. If there was more than one fixed transponder, even some
kind of USBL (ultra-short baseline) navigation would be possible. Releasing a transponder
to the bottom of the ocean could be considered. This would give a second reference point
but the exact lateral position would be uncertain. A set-up with transponders at known locations (like in terrestrial oceans) would probably go far beyond the scope of a first mission to
explore the oceans of Europa or Enceladus. The variable magnetic field can only be used as
an additional relative external reference with respect to a lander / base station, if the latter
also carries a magnetometer.

6.7 Miniaturization
It is a general concern for space missions to minimize the mass and volume of systems
and instruments because the transport of every kilogram to an icy moon requires dozens of
kilograms of propellant and structural mass. It also needs to be considered, however, that
the laws of physics and the principles of technology set limits for the miniaturization of
systems and instruments. An ice-melting probe of a given size, for example, as described in
Sect. 4.4.1, requires a minimum power for efficient melting by minimizing conductive losses
into the surrounding ice (i.e. melting a small volume of ice in front of the probe instead of
just heating the surrounding large volume of ice). An extremely small “point-size-like” icemelting probe would still face the issue of losses, but requires an unrealistically high power
density (note that losses by conduction are proportional to the surface area of the probe
while required power density is proportional to the volume of the heater element). Also,
electric power supply via a cable requires a certain thickness to avoid high resistivity losses,
so that very thin cables or small tether containers are not advisable. Therefore, ice-melting
probes with a diameter 5 cm would become very inefficient. For the instrumentation inside a probe, however, the situation is different and it is indeed advantageous to find ways to
integrate small and lightweight devices. The same applies for subsystems, like RF communications devices (if applicable) or sensors for navigation and attitude control.

6.8 Cleaning and Sterilization
In-situ investigation of icy moons with the aim to search for organics, potential biomarkers,
or even signs of past or present life requires a strict control of biological and organic contamination. COSPAR (Committee on Space Research) maintains and promulgates a planetary
protection policy (Kminek et al. 2017) for the reference of spacefaring nations, both as an
international standard on procedures to avoid organic constituent and biological contamination in space exploration, and to provide accepted guidelines and requirements in this area
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to guide compliance with the wording of the Outer Space Treaty (United Nations Office for
Outer Space Affairs 1966). Different planetary protection categories (I-V) reflect the level
of interest and concern that contamination can compromise future investigations or Earth’s
safety; the categories and associated requirements depend on the target body and mission
type combinations.
On Earth, microorganisms are found almost everywhere. They are an integral component
of our natural environment. The estimated total number of bacterial and archaeal cells on
Earth is about 1.2 × 1030 (Flemming and Wuertz 2019). Microorganisms are living in diverse
habitats ranging from the deep oceanic and continental subsurface up to several kilometers in
the atmosphere. Extremophilic microorganisms can withstand desiccating conditions, highintensity UV radiation, high salt concentrations, oxidizing compounds, high and low pH
values, high and low temperatures, high and low pressure, and even the vacuum of space.
They are also colonizing plants and animals including humans. Consequently, microorganisms are present in spacecraft assembly cleanrooms, even if these cleanrooms are subjected
to standardised cleaning regimes with restricted access, air filtration, and constant temperature and humidity. For space missions with life detection instruments spacecraft assembly
cleanrooms are also biologically controlled. The majority of microorganisms are introduced
into cleanrooms by humans followed by microorganisms originating from ground support
equipment and from the environment of the cleanroom (Moissl-Eichinger et al. 2012, 2015,
2016; Koskinen et al. 2017). The assembly, integration and testing of space hardware with
planetary protection requirements has to be planned carefully. The space hardware has to
be cleaned and sterilised with accepted methods and the bioburden has to be measured
with specific assays (Fig. 18). The European Cooperation for Space Standardization (ECSS,
https://ecss.nl/) has developed standards which are mandatory for ESA and NASA missions:
– ECSS-Q-ST-70-58: “Space product assurance – bioburden control of cleanrooms” describes how to control the bioburden in cleanrooms.
– ECSS-Q-ST-70-55: “Space product assurance – microbial examination of flight hardware
and cleanrooms” describes how to measure the bioburden and biodiversity of spacecraft
and cleanrooms.
– ECSS-Q-ST-70-53: “Space product assurance – materials and hardware compatibility
tests for sterilization processes” describes how to test the suitability of different sterilisation methods for different materials.
– ECSS-Q-ST-70-57: “Space product assurance – dry heat bioburden reduction of flight
hardware” describes how to sterilise hardware with dry heat.
– ECSS-Q-ST-70-56: “Space product assurance – vapour phase bioburden reduction of
flight hardware” describes to how to sterilise hardware with hydrogen peroxide vapour.
COSPAR regulations do not define acceptable levels of organic contamination. Modelling of environmental conditions and contamination evolution over a mission’s lifespan is
necessary to calculate acceptable starting limits of contamination at launch depending on
the target body, the specific objectives of a space mission and the instrument’s sensitivity.
In a similar way as the COSPAR planetary protection policy and guidelines, SCAR (Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research) has formulated a code of conduct, which provides
guidance to the scientific community with interests in exploring an conducting research on
and in Antarctic subglacial aquatic environments. However, quantitative bioburden limits
and detection assays were not specified (Siegert and Kennicutt 2018).
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Fig. 18 Spacecraft hardware and cleanroom sampling with swabs and wipes

7 Summary and Outlook
The subsurface exploration of ocean worlds is an endeavor with many challenges. Before it
can be realized, engineers have to advance current technology in a number of areas. In some
of these, like miniaturization, artificial intelligence, or collaborative robotics, technological
progress will take place independently of space exploration due to the multitude of terrestrial
applications. Others, however, like the development of high-performance tethers or the required sensors and sampling methods, are rather application-specific. We have to emphasize
that many of the necessary developments do not follow Moore’s law (predicting the exponential technological advancements to which we got so used to in the last decades, although
it has never been valid in space exploration) because they are not operating at the limits of
technology but the limits of physics, like power generation and communication. The future
development of such missions requires a collaboration of more disciplines than only space
engineering. The expertise of engineers from the field of ocean engineering and scientists
working in analog terrestrial environments like subglacial lakes is crucial for the successful
implementation of extremely demanding missions such as the exploration of the oceans of
the outer planet’s moons. This high effort is rewarded with the unique chance of finding life
that has developed independently from Earth, a discovery that would revolutionize not only
science but many facets of human self-perception and our view of the world.
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